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• More work with InDesign as students begin to work with documents that are 
multiple pages. Illustrator’s Artboards have nowhere near the power that  
InDesign has with Pages. 

• Page layout using the grid theory and controlling visual hierarchy are also 
introduced. These two principles are paramount in graphic design, especially for its 
primary mediums of print and web. 

• Students will be exposed to another way of posting work online. 
• Student must write a small explanation about design choices, which is a skill that 

must be continually refine as long as one practices the craft.

Following the steps listed here in class and/or individually, students will be guided 
through how to finish a 2-page spread using a pre-made InDesign document. This will 
then be Packaged and supplied to the teacher. Student will next design the cover of 
the muti-page book after lectures regarding grid theory, visual hierarchy, and review 
of typography readings. Finally each student’s book will be uploaded to a free site that 
makes it appear as if the book is a 3-D object with pages that really “turn”. 

Throughout, remember to SAVE EARLY, SAVE OFTEN.
1. Download the compressed file via the Dropbox link on nikkiarnell.net. You will 

find it in your Downloads folder. Unzip if it did not automatically by double-
clicking the .ZIP file. A folder will appear. Pull this folder to your desktop.

2. Open folder. Load font in Fonts folder via Font Book on your computer just in case 
you don’t already have this exact font file. 

3. Open the document. If it still calls for fonts, see Prof. Nikki.
4. Document should find its own links, but Relink if necessary.
5. Save As YOUR LAST NAME_Proj3B (it will default to .INDD because it’s a 

native InDesign document).
6. View : Extras : Show Frame Edges
7. View : Grids & Guides : Show Guides
8. IF there are a ton of palettes open, organize better. Be sure nothing is selected on 

your work, then select Shift and Tab to make all of the palettes disappear. 
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9. Open Layers palette. Lock down the “Insert Text Here” layer and select “Insert 
Images Here”.

10. With Select tool, select the poster image. File : Place and select your PSD poster 
file. It should enter the frame at the exact same dimensions as the original image.  
If not, please see Prof. Nikki.

11. Do the same with the mug image, beginning with selecting the image box again. 
12. Select the empty square in the top right. File : Place your second favorite artboard 

image. (If you did not do more than one artwork, please see Prof. Nikki.)   
When the dialog box opens, click Show Options. Find which artboard you would 
like to use with the next dialog box.  
Note when you enter the image, it will be too large and look grainy. This is because 
the file is vector and is a much larger size than the square. 

13. To make it appear clean TO YOU (it will print clean no matter what), go View : 
Display Performance : High Quality Display. 

14. To make it fit the square perfectly, go Object : Fitting : Fit Content Proportionally. 
Then (just in case, though you shouldn’t need this) Object : Fitting :  
Center Content.  

15. Lock down “Insert Image Here” layer and select “Insert Text Here”. 
16. Answer the questions.  

> Do your best to take up the amount of space as the filler text. 
   FYI, the text that is presently holding the space is called “Greeking”  
   or “Lorem Ipsum”. Also holding this space is a short explanation of what this is. 
> Be sure you have no widows (one word at the end of a paragraph).  
> Your words shouldn’t be hyphenating due to the way the file was  
   created. If they are hyphenating, please see Prof. Nikki.) 
> Do a spell check. You will fail this project if there is a misspelling. 
   Edit : Spelling : Check Spelling 
> Be sure your grammar is correct. Write like an educated university student.  
   Poor writing skills will never be excused, regardless of your major. 

17. Save file (though you should’ve been saving all along).
18. File : Package 

> Check any warnings in the Summary. Your PSD files are RGB and this is ok.  
> There should be no warnings for missing links or fonts. Select Package.

19. Printing Instructions box will appear.  
Under Contact, type your full name. Under Email, type your email. Continue.

20. The name of the folder should default to the name of your file.  
Where: DESKTOP (This is easier to work with - you can move the file wherever 
once finished with it. However, remember every day when you leave the classroom 
computer to have moved all of our working files back to your external storage 
device. Working directly off of an external storage device just takes longer than 
working directly to files on a desktop.)

21. Have the following selected: 
Copy Fonts 
Copy Linked Images 
Update Graphic Links in Package 
Use Document Hyphenation Exceptions Only 
Include PDF (High Quality Print)

22. Select Package. Say OK to the default warning about copyright. 
23. Save the file one more time and close it. Find the folder. Open the Links and Fonts 

folders to be sure all of the files you think should be there are indeed there.  
(Note: To REALLY check this in the future, the best way is to take the Packaged 
folder and go to another computer entirely. Load provided fonts and open the 
InDesign file. It shouldn’t ask for anything else.)
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24. Also double-click the PDF, which should automatically open to either Preview or 
Acrobat. The file may not be in a spread but should appear otherwise as you expect.  
(Remember that this PDF becomes a “soft proof” for a printer, which is like a 
printout that isn’t on paper. For example, that vector is clean even if you had never 
told InDesign to show a High Quality Display. Fonts should be the fonts with which 
you designed and not some ugly default. Etc.)

***NOTE: This is a not a “clean” file build that one would want to send to a 
professional printer. Images should be much closer to the size shown on the page. 
You will learn how to build clean files in Print and Publication Design class.*** 

DUE Wed Oct 5th 1pm

Prof. Nikki will take the class files and build a multi-page PDF document to create a 
large book with which each student will work with to design a cover.

Wed Oct 5th: Introduction to Grid Theory (this will also review contents on the Design 
Blog and the required “Thinking With Type” readings), Controling Visual Hierarchy, 
review of typography readings. Begin sketches in class (see requirements below).

Required information for cover in bold: 
2413 Metaphoric Interpretations (can be all capitals or all lowercase or arranged in 
any way that is legible and makes sense for the purpose of this book’s cover). 

• It could be simple or complex. Control the read with visual hierarchy. Make it a 
pleasing read by using the grid as a skeleton > LINE THINGS UP. 

• Pay attention to the font used on the inside text of this book, acknowledging that 
fonts used in artwork are now artwork with no consistency. But if the inside of the 
book is all a sans serif, would a serif italic title be good? Bad? Think about this.

• Remember that centering isn’t bad, but it’s boring. It is often not the best answer. 
• A title doesn’t have to be horizontal. Also the same title is repeated on every page 

in the book. Consider how your title will flow with this one. It doesn’t need to 
repeat exactly, but it should’ve completely divorce itself.

• Color is allowed, but not required. Think about the contents of the book. 
• Want to include other copy like a verbal introduction to what’s inside or a list of all 

the artists, then just let me know!  

At least 20 rough or tight thumbnail sketches to discuss. Do be sure they are created on 
a rectangle that is proportional to the final size of 8.5in x 11in. Discuss with Prof. Arnell
DUE for discussion Fri Oct 7th, 1pm

At least 10 ideas as follows:
NOTE: The following requires only 10 and very tight sketches. This means 
that you should do at least 30 on your own time roughly as you figure out 
YOUR best 10. I don’t need to see these - but it’s obvious when students don’t 
do this because your “10 best” are only mediocre. 

• The page is 8.5in w x 11in h (Letter-sized). You must draw within these 
proportions, though it can be smaller obviously. If you hand in squares or elongated 
rectangles, I will tear up your thumbnails and  have you start over completely.

• Tight. If you need to trace things, then do that.  
see next page 
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• Color sketches are suggested on ideas that will have color; however, do not 
combine bad colored pencils into something that looks like mud and then try to 
verbally explain it. Either render it well or keep it black and white with explanation.

• If you want to show images, you may draw the shape of it and either color with 
gray, draw an X, or roughly duplicate the image to be placed.  
continued on next page

• If you know the artwork exists (like the original vector of the files placed on the 
merchandise on other students’ work), you can still design with it. You may attain 
the files from classmates when you begin to render the work. 

DUE for discussion Mon Oct 10th, 1pm

Render artwork in either Illustrator or InDesign. (Photoshop may only be used if artwork 
is created. Never EVER create a PRINT  layout in Photoshop.) 
Save as YOUR LAST  NAME_Proj3B_Cover (.AI of .INDD).
SPECS (size specifications for file production):
• 8.5in x 11in
• Bleed optional  

A bleed means that color goes to the edge of the page. When a file is prepared, 
the color is pulled slightly beyond the edge of the page so that if it is cut even a 
millimeter off, the paper will not show. The color “bleeds” off the page. If a bleed 
were not optional on a page going to press, then you could not have any color 
touching the edges. ALSO if you were preparing a file that will print on a personal 
printer like the Phaser in the lab, bleeds are impossible. In fact, almost all of these 
printers require a margin because they cannot print to the edge of the page.

• CMYK (I realize your images are RGB, but don’t worry for this project)
• 150 DPI (if using raster images)
Work day: Wed Oct 12th

Final work DUE Fri Oct 14th, 1pm

We will do the following in class, Fri Oct 14th:
25. Create a PDF of your cover artwork.  

> If you created it in Illustrator, File : Save As > Adobe PDF (pdf).  
   Be sure all images are Embedded (see Links palette). Outline fonts if you only  
   have a few. If you have more than that, see Prof. Nikki. You will need to  
   manually create a fonts folder.  
> If in InDesign, File : Export  > Adobe PDF (Print).  
   It will embed everything automatically. 

26. Find the icon for the PDF book I gave you. Change the name of the book to 
“YOUR LAST NAME_Proj3B_Book.PDF”.  
It’s easier to do it this way than when in Preview. Plus you won’t have 2 files.

27. Open the previously created PDF book in Preview.  
These will not show in spreads because we did not ask InDesign to do this. Also 
when we upload to Issuu.com, it needs single pages.

28. If you don’t see page thumbnails to the left of the full page view in Preview,  
pull drop down menu by the icon in the top left to Thumbnails. 

29. Select the PDF on your desktop of your cover and drag it over as the first page in 
the book PDF. 

30. Save. 

31. Go to Issuu.com.
32. Sign up. Don’t do via Facebook. Create a name, etc. 
33. A screen will appear telling you to start publishing content. Select Learn How. 
34. On next page, SELECT BASIC FOR FREE!!!!!!  
35. Complete your Profile and Submit. It doesn’t need to be detailed or have a picture. 

see next page
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36. Next screen: select Upload in top right corner. Drag your book PDF.
37. Once it’s done processing, another screen will appear. You do not need to select or 

change anything. PUBLISH NOW.  
Open Publication. Check it out!

38. On bottom of page, select Share. Copy the Direct Link. Go to our Facebook page 
and paste in the link as a COMMENT to my Post asking for said links. 

This should only take half the class. Begin critique. 

Mon Oct 17th: Collect all required files, Finish critique
Take-Home test given, DUE Mon Oct 17th, 1pm

• InDesign packaged file of YOUR LAST NAME_Proj3B.INDD, which is the 
2-page spread you created. This is collected in the first part of Project 3B for me to 
make the PDF book.  

• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj3B_Book.PDF, which includes your cover correctly 
created. (I am not collecting the Illustrator or InDesign file of your cover because 
you won’t be able to get this far if you hadn’t build it correctly.)

• Issuu link on Facebook.

You will be graded on the following for Project 3A (slightly revised):
• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.
• Ideas successfully conveyed per objective via composition and awareness of 

positive/negative space.
• Awareness of how cropping for visual tension affects design.
• Word(s) is (are) legible.
• Each design clearly conveys word picked.
• Photoshop usage correct for mockup file.
• InDesign usage correct for template input.
• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?
• Participation in any midway critiques, online or in person.
 
You will be graded on the following for Project 3B: 
• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.
• All rounds of sketches for cover complete and to quality expected.
• InDesign usage correct for template input.
• Explanation uses correct grammar and spelling.
• Explanation shows knowledge of design choices.
• Cover art displays proper visual hierarchy.
• Cover art displays knowledge of grid theory.
• Cover art expresses the book’s contents in a dynamic and not misleading way.
• Book PDF created correctly.
• Book PDF upload posted correctly.
• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?
• Participation in any midway critiques, online or in person.

Weekend of the 14th: Do your Take-Home test over required readings.  
Mon Oct 17th Take-Home test DUE, 1pm

Wed Oct 19th and Fri Oct 21st: Lectures all day in class covering both Modernism 
and Postmodern graphic design, a brief history to understand how the creation of each is 
a symptom of its time, and exploration into each legacy and its corresponding ongoing 
“style”. Take notes, as you will be creating in these styles and writing a small essay of 
explanation for each. DO NOT MISS EITHER OF THESE CLASSES.
Begin Project 4: Modern vs. Postmodern Article Spreads 
 
Weekend of Oct. 21st: Watch the documentary Helvetica (link provided). Take notes.


